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There is a lot of hype about superfoods these days. The reason for it: because they are really

helpful for you. This book reveals what are the superfoods and how they can help you. Juicing is

one of the best ways to get your daily nutrition, have more energy, and feel good. This book also

offers a diet plan for people who are looking for a more structured approach to eating. This book

covers the following superfoods:Acai berriesAlmondsApplesBeetrootBlueberries (wild are preferred

to cultivated, low bush to high)BroccoliCarrots (the closer the orange is to red, the higher the

nutrient value)CeleryChia SeedsCilantro (both the seed and the plant, also called

Coriander)CoconutCollard GreensDandelionDark

ChocolateGingerGojiKaleKiwiLemonMangosteenOrange (again, go for dark oranges that drip all

down your chin and make a big mess, not the dry, anemic, faintly sour-tasting

ones)PineapplePomegranatePotatoesSpinachSpirulinaSweet PotatoesTomatoesTumeric

Wheatgrass Of course, there are even more superfoods out there, but Albert decided to focus on

these and offers various juicing recipes. Find out why these superfoods are healthy and how you

can change your life for the advice given in this book.
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I needed this kickstart into a juicing regime to counteract being off balance with my diet. Until

reading it I also hadn't realized how I've gotten into some boring ruts with the fruits and vegetables

I've been choosing. The Superfood Juicing and Diet Book is a great compilation of education,



inspiration and recipes. The author includes a lot of information and comparison of juicers and

features in you want to upgrade your machine or need one to follow-through on the juices in the

book.The best part is how easily I'll be able to incorporate foods I simply have not been eating, like

mangosteen and chia seeds. The book explains the benefits of each food, and then lists recipes

that incorporate it, and sometimes other superfoods as well as other fruits and vegetables. This way

you can hone in on a new food you want to try, or the one you need the benefits of, and all together

you can create a varied juice diet for optimal nutrition.The recipes are clear and easy to follow and

the publisher made good use of the hyperlinked options in Kindle so you can select a superfood,

read about it, follow a juice recipe, and then select a link to go back to the master list of

superfoods.With both great info and easy to use, tasty recipes, this is a fantastic resource for those

looking to improve their health and nutrition through juicing.

Superfood Juicing and Diet Book - Weightloss, Health, and Beauty by Albert Rothstein was a very

easy read. It was filled with valuable information about juicing, nutrition and leading a healthy life. It

gives you all of the information you need to start juicing. This book details the types of juicers

available on the market and the differences between them, and how to buy a good juicer second

hand. It also gives basic instructions cleaning your juicer to prevent food borne illness.This is not a

book about a fad diet. This is a serious guide to juicing and superfood nutrition that contains the

outline for a weight loss plan that can be personalized to fit individual needs. It is full of fantastic

recipes for juice drinks using fresh fruit and vegetables. There is a wealth of information about

superfoods, including a long list of specific foods and their health benefits. The part of the book

about dieting is very straight forward. I liked the tone the author has on the subject. He approached

weight loss from a health point of view instead of a cosmetic point of view. The emphasis is always

on taking care of your body so you lead a long and healthy life. I feel that other books I have read

about dieting don't take into account the long term health effects of their plans.Albert Rothstein lays

out a simple plan that could be followed by anyone that focuses on nutrition with an emphasis on

leading a healthy life. This book is written in a way that it reads like a conversation between you and

an expert on superfood juicing. I recommend reading this book to anyone who wants more

information on nutrition and juicing or is looking to lose weight without sacrificing their long term

health.

I started reading this intending to just skip to the recipes but I read the first page and before you

know it I was a third the way into the book! I found the authorâ€™s easy-going and direct tone made



it simple and fun to read. He speaks from personal experience which is very refreshing.This is more

than just tips and recipes, it describes what anti-oxidants are and why they are beneficial. He not

only gives you guidelines on which fruits, berries, spices, and vegetables are optimum for juicing but

also advises you how to spot the ones with the highest concentration of vitamins and anti-oxidants.I

especially enjoyed (and needed) the break-down of different nutrients and how they affect the body.

Going into this book I was focused on just the juicing aspect but was delightfully surprised with all

the great nutritional advice.

I started reading this book doubting my own competency of pretty much every aspect relating to

Juicing; I knew a few things here and there but always felt like I could be more efficient with my

juicing routines - I am glad that I found this book because, having finished it, I now feel much more

competent and I feel that I know everything essential that I was missing before. Not to mention, I've

also picked up some great recipes that I know will have my juicing friends beyond jealous!I am a big

fan of the author now and I highly recommend this for any juicers, regardless of experience; it's

perfect for beginners but I know even some of the most experienced out there will pick up some

great recipes and knowledge that will be beneficial to health. I'm looking forward to more releases

by Albert Rothstein and especially towards my next drink!

I really enjoyed this juicing book. This book is not about some quick way to lose weight. The book

gives you nutrition information on superfoods, recipes and even on what type of juicer is better for

your specific needs. The book gives you a guide that you can use toward your weight loss goal. The

guide can be tailored to your specific needs. Knowing what nutrients and super foods can benefit

your body the most is very important when entering any weight loss plan, and this book is very

detailed about explaining and answering all of these important questions.
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